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About This Game

Strike Force: Desert Thunder is a small First-Person-Shooter game in the style of old, classic Delta Force games. You join 10
intense, large scale missions to prevent terrorist attacks. Customize your loadout, choose between 12 weapons and jump right

into the action. Each Mission is large scale (2km²) and open to your tactical strategy.

Develop your own plan to attack the terrorists!
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Title: Strike Force: Desert Thunder
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
West Forest Games
Publisher:
West Forest Games
Franchise:
Strike Force
Release Date: 25 Apr, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Win7/8/10 32-bit

Processor: Core 2 Duo E8200 2.66GHz or Phenom II X2 545

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 295 or Radeon HD 5870 (at least 1GB VRAM)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

Additional Notes: The use of mobile GPUs can sometimes cause problems and is not recommended.
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I thoroughly enjoyed the first. This one I can't really recommend, especially given the nonsense descriptions in both reviewers
and curators (seriously? did you all just play first few levels?).

While the switching colors concept is great for the puzzles it seems this game this is only secondary in order to provide
complexity regarding input and reflexes and not so much on the puzzles. Every level past chapter 1 feels like a grind fest, where
the puzzles are not the problem, but the execution. I find myself repeating the same level dozens of times just so I can get the
input and movement right. For instance, in one level you are in tight quarters with checkerboard style rooms which most have
spinning wheels that kill you on touch taking up the whole room. You start off in an empty room and your goal is to switch color
to where everything dissapears and you do a double jump to the next empty room then switch the color back so everything
shows up again. This wouldn't be the problem as much as the room you have to double jump to is actually too far and you have
to actually wall jump in your tiny room THEN make everything disappear and do a double jump with your character having
waaaay too much inertia hope to land a few pixels above the floor of the top empty room after double jump and time the color
switch back again. Now repeat that 3 times in different directions. This is supposed to be moderately easy at chapter 2 out of 7
chapters. Right.

I guess some might find that entertaining, especially those of you with great reflexes, I don't find it fun at all and just an exercise
in frustration. Nevermind, the leaderboards.

If you are looking for a puzzler, don't bother looking here. This is absolutely more like Super meat boy, and while I could finish
that one, I can't stomach this level of repetition.

3\/10. Unfortunately, not that good. There are plenty of way better tower defense games on Flash gaming websites such as
Kongregate, ArmorGames and so on. This version of Incursion is quite boring and very slow.. It's addictive and has a dark souls
vibe to it. I really enjoy the game. Lots of different play styles through the use of traits that you develop on your run.

My best run so far 4 levels deep, as a Gluttonous, hypochondriac, spear man. Every wound I got would made me overall less
powerful till i cured it and every time i ate some food I grew stronger. With a spear, stealth, and a pocket full of my pets that
befriended me to snack on, I made it pretty far.

You can stash 2 items per run as far as i can see, I always choose gold. Gold can buy you stuff before you start your run. I chose
to spend $21 on a amulet of the bunny god, I can pray to it on my next run. Not sure what it does, but I think its a good thing!

Oh yea, Monthly leader boards with prize giveaways, as of last update. Not sure if that is still a thing. But the monthly and
overall scores are there. So far only one person has won %100.

Anyways try the demo out first or dive in and if you don't like it then refund it. Takes about 4-5 runs before everything starts to
click, what seems weird and shallow at first comes to life the more you play, unlocking many different aspects of play and
mechanics.. Raid mode pay for extreme early advantage. This a predatory concept to make players pay for something that is
already in the game lol. At least it's not exclusive content. Might as well offer a max level characer microtransaction for $60 like
WoW.

So I want the Infernal campaign mode achievement. How much does that cost?

I only have this because it was included in the less than $10 Steam winter sale complete version of this game.

I actually wish I did not have this when first starting raid mode. It took out some of the challenge. I could have just got a
mod\/save game editor and cheated that way.. An okay game with retro graphics and game play. Basic point and click.
Reasonably interesting storyline.

Downsides were puzzles that I found to be illogical and puzzles you couldn't solve without backtracking a long way and playing
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hunt the pixel after finding out (from a walkthrough) that you failed to pick up something critical several scenes ago (I'm
looking at you - piece of wire!).

A bit too much 'hunt the pixel' for my liking and with the game providing no hints, too many of the puzzles were just too
abstract (try combining everything with everything else regardless of how bizarre, then with every clickable object in every
scene, some of which are incredibly difficult to find, and each time have an annoying and unhelpful audio that you can't click to
skip). I ended up needing a walkthrough to get through a number of areas and I hate that (a few once you become really stuck is
okay, this was way too many and involved heaps of backtracking).

Bless those people who provided the fix for the cut scenes, without which the game would have been unplayable - why release it
on Steam if you have no intention of making it playable except for the good grace of the community helping you out? Not cool.

Personal gripe - this is a copper who is constantly complaining about his boss who then commits numerous crimes, often times
needlessly (if you're going to 'borrow' something - read steal - and have absolutely no need to keep hold of it for the rest of the
game, why couldn't you just return it?!). That just made it really hard for me to connect with the character and given that this is
a story-based game, rather than game-play based game, it just really undercut the enjoyment for me.

In all, it was an okay point and click adventure and I did play through just to find out what happened but I'd never go back to it.
I'd only recommend this game if you really need to fill a P&C adventure hole.. There is a lot of visual noise here, and the
background music is honestly really distracting on some levels. But if you're able to get past some flaws, the game itself is a
pretty solid spacial puzzler that's worth the cost of admission (especially if you get it on sale like I did). While the choice in
music is questionable, the makers of this game definitely know what they're doing when it comes to sound design, because by
adding some grinding and satisfying thuds, they made clicking on a bunch of triangles oddly appealing to do.

Just a heads up though, the background music in the game sounds NOTHING like what they put in the trailer.

EDIT: Never mind. I made it to around level 60, and the sensory assault just becomes way to much to handle.
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This game is pretty great for when you only have a few minutes to play. It's kind of challenging and the weapons are all pretty
neat.. Finally. A light-hearted RPG Maker game of some quality. The girls' character designs are all great, the dialogue is short
and to the point, the story is goofy but not tedious. There are lots of unlockables and a constant flow of treasures and abilities to
unlock from each of the girls who resemble a variety of typical classes like Fighter or Mage.

It's the frivolous, high-paced Dragon Quest knockoff you've been waiting for. Recommended to fans of Half-Minute Hero or
Azure Dreams.

The only caveat: this game is anti-grind, like Half-Minute Hero. You do a lot of running at high speeds and slaughtering parties
of enemies at high speeds. The game makes fairly thin pretense at gameplay. That's why the steady stream of party member
discoveries and unlockables is good, for feeding the frenzy. You're basically bingeing on cute unlockables.. I keep winning
every round, also I'm not sure if people know what they're doing or just freezing. But its better than Pubg, way better!

*Update* Someone told me there are bots also, so there could be a high chance you will kill bots instead finding players. Wish
there was no bots then the gme play would be 110% better.

A lot of fixes im sure but still enjoying it.. very good game you can have a lot of units. I'm really digging what Neon Shadow is
all about. It's a throwback shooter that reminds me of FPS' from the Nintendo 64 and Sega Dreamcast era (specifically the N64
version of Quake 2, what with all the neon lighting they hit that port with). It's about the fundamentals of 90's shooters; here's
some cool weapons, here's a level to run around in with multiple paths & hallways and some secrets, and here's some basic
enemies: get through this level and kill the enemies then move onto the next one! It does all those things really well, especially
for <$5! Particularly with a controller, it just feels very nostalgic (except for having to invert my aim; that was NORMAL back
then, like how it should STILL be :P ).

There's also a multiplayer mode. Just like back in the day, it's more of a bare bones bonus than anything you'll spend serious
time in. Its for online or you can throw bots in there, which is always nice, though they won't fool anyone into thinking they're
human. They're very robotic in their aiming and movement. It would be more fun if the maps were well designed, but some of
them don't even have proper continuous paths to keep you moving around a level. Some are just "go to this side, now go to that
side", basically. Its weird. Worth a quick checking out, but not a main feature imo.

Visually, you can tell it's a mobile port (Ouya port, technically), since it has pretty simple geometry and textures, but again I
don't mind that stuff - I wanted it to remind me of N64 games, and this looks like one of the better ones as played through an
emulator so you can view it at modern resolutions. Usually moving at the faster/smoother frame rates you saw in Dreamcast
shooters like KISS Psycho Circus. One thing that could've stayed in the past was the frame rate problems that crop up when too
much action is taking place onscreen. Currently, at least - I'll remove this note if there's a patch that improves this in the future.
The game mostly moves smoothly but takes a bit of a dive - sometimes, more than "a bit" - when you hit some explosive barrels
when enemies are nearby. If there's a lot of enemies and barrels, expect it to turn into a slideshow for 2-3 seconds or so. Which
isn't a deal breaker so much as it is just... inexplicable.

Overall, its a simple first person shooter (doesn't even have a jump), but a well made one for a very small price. It doesn't feel
like cheap garbage, like how Gameloft makes FPS'; this one actually feels good. You'll be sliding around circle strafing your
heart out just like the old days. But it is as throwback as they come; heck it's almost as much a first person Alien Syndrome-type
arcade game as it is a love letter to FPS' of the mid-to-late 90's. If you're looking for solid, old-school, console-style FPS action
for a small price tag, Neon Shadow is a winner. It definitely delivers a fun time.. I got this for 49 cents, and there are trading
cards you can sell, making it even cheaper. That being said, I still regret this purchase. It isn't even worth a quarter.
Some say it's like Angry Birds Space. It's not. It's far, far worse. I love Angry Birds, and this game is nothing like it. You can't
destroy anything. The whole point of the game is to grab three coin star things, then get to the warp hole\/exit. It's not really an
enjoyable process either. Many of the levels you can get immediately, because they're so easy. Some others are so annoyingly
hard to find the sweet spot. It's basically just tweaking your shot, little bit little, trying to find that one sweet spot where you win
the level. It's barely even a game really. More like a meticulous painful process of guess work.

The camera is annoying. It starts zoomed in, and as you pull the mouse back to launch, if you tough the edge of the screen, it
zooms out more. Most levels require zooming out, and every time you restart, it zooms back in. This means you have to use the
annoying edge zoom EVERY time you try again. It's aggrivating.
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It DESPERATELY needs a restart button, like the "R" key or something. You do get three lives, but it's pointless, because you
obviously want to get three stars. So you end up clicking pause, then reset, then resetting the annoying camera again... over, and
over, and over, and over... until you find that one sweet spot where it works.

On top of all that, it's a physics gravity type game, and the physics don't even really make too much sense. Sometimes a planet
will do a lot, sometimes barely anything. The size appears to be important at times, and totally irrelevant other times.

I've played the game about an hour as of now (to get all the badges... not because it's good). I'm about half way through the
game. There's a badge where you have to play the game 10 hours... there's no way this is a ten hour game. I'm just going to be
leaving it on while I do other things, for the sake of getting that badge.

If I were you, the only way I would get this game is if it were free, so that I could get the trading cards and sell them.. This is a
rather quirky puzzle game. I can recommend it but I will also warn you it requires some patience. The puzzles come in the form
of trying to make certain types of stars and constellations. Making stars can take time, practice and experimentation, though.
You sometimes have to wait for various stars to evolve to the right level and if it didn't work out the way you hoped then you
may have to start over. The game also doesn't hold your hand. You're expected to just jump right in with a "try various things
and see what happens" approach. It is sort of time sink-y in that regard. If you get stuck, however, there's a helpful "SOS" button
right in the game that links to a partial walkthrough just in case. If you're looking for a more laid-back kind of game, you should
be able to get into it.

The story is delivered in VN-style cutscenes and you learn of various NPCs' problems that you try to alleviate with the help of
the Star-Seeing Basin - a kind of sea monkey tank for pseudo stars. You'll place various types of seeds in the basin, grow some
stars, combine some elemental alignments and, voil\u00e0!, problems solved. If you're still not sure, there is a demo available.
Check it out!

Final Edit: Don't take my playtime to be an indicator of the length of the game. Due to the large amount of downtime while
growing stars, I often played this while doing other things so the playtime is inflated from idling. Having completed the game, I
would still recommend it to any puzzle game fan. It's rather unique and the story, while not terribly fantastic, still does a decent
job of driving the game and giving you goals.

Hotfix Patch 1.0.11 [Dec 12, 2018]:
Hotfix is live !

 Oculus Touch controllers should be displayed correctly in the tutorial.

Sorry for the inconvenience, and thank you for understanding.. Ash of Gods: Redemption Factory Coin Mining Diorama Battle
of NINJA 虚拟3D世界 忍者之战 Subject 264 Hotfix Patch 1.1.2 [Feb 3, 2019]:
Hotfix is live !

Bug fix :. Update 1.1.0 [Dec 24, 2018]:
Update is live !

New features :. Subject 264 is available now on Steam for all Kickstarter backers!:
Hello everyone,

We are happy to announce that the game is finally finished!

It wasn't easy but we worked very hard for this game and we hope you will all have fun playing Subject 264!

The game will be released for everyone on September 25 2018 but is already available right now for every backers.
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We tested the game from start to finish many times but it is possible that we missed a few bugs (altrough there shouldn't be any
game breaking bug).

If you want to play now keep in mind that the game is still in beta and you may encounter bugs, please report any bug you see on
the Steam Hub here : Steam Hub.

You will receive your beta key in the next hour by email or directly on Kickstarter depending of the informations you provided.

Some informations on the game if you want to play now :

The game will autosave after each puzzle, if you quit in the middle of a puzzle, you will have to start over again. If you
encounter a bug that breaks the puzzle you were doing, you can go to the menu and walk in the door "continue", this will restart
the puzzle.

If you lose your savegame because of a bug, report it to the Steam Hub and we will give you a savegame of the puzzle you were
doing.

There is no obligation to play the game now, you can wait the official release on September 25, but it would help us a lot if you
help us fix any bug that could still be in the game.

The game is very hard, some puzzles are easy but you will probably be stuck on a few of them, if you need help for a puzzle you
can ask us on the Steam Hub, we might add some tips for the release date depending of your return.

As always, we want to thank every one of you, thanks to your help we were able to deliver a game miles better than what we
planned at first, we hope you will like it!

And to finish this last update, a new trailer!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MGR4kw67VpE
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